DISTANT HEALING FAQ

When is the next distant healing scheduled?

Distant Healing is done every Thursday.

Do I need to have the herbs?

If one wants the Distant Healing, they go together. These are a connection to the entities and keep us mindful on a daily basis of what we are working for. They are the way the entities like to work.

Why do I have to buy the herbs first and give you my address in the email request when I gave it in the order?

We will get the herbs as soon as the Casa receives your photo. In order to be as efficient as possible it is imperative that you follow the healing request instructions as on the website exactly as it is laid out. Sometimes other people buy the herbs for loved ones and therefore the shipping address may be irrelevant. It’s best to also have the shipping address in the healing request if sending a separate email. We are not using your address for anything other than the herbs and the entities, so they can find you and your date of birth tells them when you arrived on earth.

I just tried to order them and your website does not work, all I saw when I tried to complete the process was a blank screen, why?

Your computer has a block on it from being able to get into the checkout and make a payment. You will find if you fix your computer or use another computer it will work.

I just ordered the herbs and will not have them by ‘xxxxxx’ when you present my pictures to John of God, in entity. Will this matter?

As stated above, we cannot get the herbs until after the Casa and entities have received the photo.

My credit card was declined when I have sufficient funds, why?

The payment is classified as foreign due to it being British. You company may suspect that you are not the one using your card and automatically block it if you are not making regular foreign transactions. You may simply call the bank and either have them unblock the payment or let them know you wish to make a foreign transaction and then make another payment.

I made a payment but received no email or order number.

In that case you did not complete the process or it went to your junk mail. Yahoo and AOL are particularly susceptible to either sending them to junk/spam or deleting all together.

Can I order two lots of herbs for myself at once, so that I will have more and don’t have to order again for a while?
You may. This will require that you resend an entirely new healing request, when the first bottle run
out and we will present it again at the Casa, with a reminder that this is for the second order and the
name and order # in the subject line with the words 'second order' as well.

I have sent in a request but not received the results, I keep emailing you and you do not answer, why is that?

It is likely your email is blocked, if you are an AOL or Yahoo account holder, many of Adrienne's
emails will be Intercepted and deleted, particularly if there is an attachment, or even links. If you wish
to be certain of receiving emails from Adrienne, do not use AOL or Yahoo, switch to gmail, and make
sure you check your junk mail regularly.

I never use a Credit Card online, can I give you the details over the phone?

No, if you wish to avoid paying online completely please use Western Union. In this day and age,
paying online is secure and not a cause for concern. However if you do wish to use this as a last
resort please contact Adrienne before you make the payment to discuss where it will need to be sent.

What kind of clothes do we wear in the picture we send you?

You can wear any clothes, they do not have to be white.

I've heard the some people are instructed to wear white, during the healing period. Is this recommended?

Again, you may if you wish but it is not obligatory.

Why do some websites say three photos and full body and yours does not.

John of God can heal with just one photo and his only request to Adrienne is that the eyes must be
visible.

I am not the only person in the photo and I do not know how to crop myself out, is that all right – can you fix
it?

Yes, that is fine, as long as the photo is under 1MB. Do not send very large files please.

So I read/think/ was told/understand that we cannot have sex?

No that is not correct, you may have sex. No sex is after a surgery, which you have not had. You have
had Distant Healing.

What are the instructions and dietary restrictions when on the herbs?

Directions for use:
Adults: 1 capsule 3 times a day, with a little water – with or without meals – . They are energised for
you and help maintain your connection and intention to the Casa and the entities as they help you and
may not be given to others. You may not eat chilli, by that I mean hot peppers, dried hot pepper, hot
sauce, cayenne pepper, jalapeño and any other hot peppers. Bell peppers, the large ones are fine.
Fertilised eggs, (unless you have bought eggs where there is a rooster at large, I doubt very much
whether your eggs have been fertilised). Most battery farmed eggs are fine. If you eat organic eggs,
and you are concerned, call the supplier, but even then I am sure they have no reason to have a
rooster near the chickens. You may not drink alcohol. Alcohol in herbal remedies etc. is fine.

When do you stop eating/drinking the fertilized eggs, alcohol & chilli?

You must stop when you start the herbs, if you wish to start on the day of the healing, you may. It is
not obligatory.

Why do we have to stop fertilized eggs, alcohol and chilli?
It is the entities request and we can speculate, alcohol is perhaps obvious. Chilli, perhaps because it inflames the system, Brazilian eat very hot chillis with every meal and one assumes this request was to prevent that interfering with the healing. Fertilised eggs are a small chicken. We do not know the reason exactly.

I received my herbs but I accidently consumed alcohol/chilli/fertilized egg. Should I continue?

Yes, the entities are not vengeful and you will not be punished. Accidents happen. Be mindful and carry on. It is important to stick to the diet.

I have multiple sensitivities and cannot tolerate many things and most likely passiflora, what should I do?

Many people with this problem like to order the herbs and break them open and take a small homeopathic amount in water three times a day. Again, it is about being mindful and connected. This is not obligatory. If you feel you cannot tolerate them then do not purchase them.

Is it ok to wait for a while (month or so) to take them? I could start taking them now but my only concern is that I have a few important functions coming up so it may be a bit difficult to stick to the diet restrictions.

When you ask John of God and the entities for a healing it is because in theory you want that healing to start from the time he sees your photo. As it is there is a lag getting the herbs to you, which the entities are aware of. However, if you wish to not take them and wait, it is better to wait until you are ready for the healing. They are meant to go together.

Is it just chili or any other type of spice or spicy food?

Hot peppers, cayenne is a hot pepper. chilli and pepper. Bell and sweet are fine.

I take an herbal (natural elixir) that has organic grain alcohol as one of its few ingredients. Should I stop taking it when I am on the herbs?

No, this is not what the entities mean by alcohol. No drinking.

What will happen exactly when the entity, (inside John of God) looks at my photo?

He will look for a few seconds and may or may not put an X. He will then write on a piece of paper and this will be placed over the photo. This is the passiflora request to connect you to the entities. From there the entities will be starting to help you. PLEASE NOTE: John of God in entity will not say anything or give you any answers or insights into you condition verbally. You may receive insights through dreams and intuition and it is important to pay attention to these.

Should I start taking the pills that just arrived? I know you wanted me to tell you when they arrived.

Start them immediately. This is just so Adrienne knows they have turned up. There is nothing more to add.

Can I purchase Passiflora Herb from the local health food store and take them instead of the Casa herbs and still receive the healing?

This is not recommended. The entities have prescribed a generic herb, but its very important that you allow this passiflora from them to be the connection to the entities.

What information will be in the results that you email to me?

You will be told that the photo has been seen and who the entity was.

Why did I read on another site that I will get a special message from the entity and that I need to find out if I am eligible for Distant Healing?
Adrienne has no knowledge of these special messages. The photos are taken to John of God with the entity in his body. Each photo is looked at for approx 3 seconds. A piece of paper with the entities writing on it, indicating to purchase the herbs is wrapped over the photo by John of God in entity and handed back to the person presenting it. Everyone in the world is eligible for healing. On the slim chance, about one in 500 that the entity keeps the photo and puts it straight into the healing basket next to him the money will be refunded and the person informed.

Why would the entity keep the photo and not give herbs?

Sometimes people are terribly ill and in comas, weak or another reason that is not known to Adrienne.

When you have used up the passion flower, do you continue to buy more or is it just fine for the 55 days?

If you wish to continue the treatment – then resubmit a new photo and new request, purchase the herbs and carry on.

You brought my picture today to John of God...should I count 55 days of healing starting from today?

It starts from when the photo goes past until the herbs arrive and you finish them. If you wish to make it seamless, then you can make a new request and allow for the time lag it takes for the herbs based on your first experience.

We take other vitamins, meds, etc – ok to continue with all while taking the passionflower & receiving the healing?

Unless contraindicated by your Dr, you should continue all your medications and supplements. Do not stop any medications without consulting your Dr.

How much can you write about regarding your issues?

You may write as much or as little as you would like.

How does John of God absorb all the issues/ailments per person in order to work on those issues?

John of God does not absorb all the issues. There is one spirit working in his body that sees and senses the person in the photos as it is shown. There are 100's of 1,000's of spirits in the environment and beyond that come to help each person. John of God has left his body in order for the spirit to be able to do the work. This is his gift to us. In fact he does not even need to be present, as was borne out when he was in hospital and the Distant Healing was incredibly powerful once the entities/Casa had received the photo.

Does he read everything?

The entities does not need to read it.

Instead of being specific about your issues, can you ask for a whole body healing instead?

Yes, and you may ask for your highest good which is all encompassing.

Can you also include things like needing self-confidence, being more positive, not judgmental, being financially free, having wealth, successful business, etc if what you're needing is more than just the physical?

You may ask for anything you like.

Can you ask John of God – in entity, if he can cure/help/heal me?

No. He will always say he can help, or smile. Everybody is helped, the only way to find out how much
and what will happen, is to try and see.

Have the entities cured people with genital herpes/cancer/MS/ lupus/ etc...etc...etc...

It is impossible to say what has been healed and what has not. There are so many people asking for help and there is no way of knowing them all and the results. It is reliable to say however that everyone receives a healing and that the entities work at a deep and profound level on everyone.

I have a very busy day that day when the healing is scheduled, shouldn’t I be resting?

It is not obligatory to be resting. You may be going about your daily affairs. If you wish to tune in to the entities that day, and in fact every day, set aside fifteen minutes in quiet mediation, this maybe in whichever style you are accustomed to.

When are you ready for another healing? Does a certain amount of time need to pass before scheduling your next one?

You are ready as soon as the first one is over.

Are there any side effects or intense reactions?

The only side effects, which is not that common, is that as some ill or unhealthy part of you surfaces, it might be uncomfortable as it finds it's release.

How soon do you start to feel improvement?

That is impossible to quantify. Everyone is very different.

What would happen after my photo has gone to John of God?

The healing will begin that day and Adrienne will get back to you by Tuesday evening to let you know the results. If you ordered courier it will be by Wednesday evening.

I sent a photo of my child, after you replied it was sent it to Brazil, why have I not heard back from you?

The healing will begin for the child as soon as the photo is presented. There is nothing to report for the child, but know that the entities are working.

You said ‘xxxxxxxx’ was the entity whom my photo passed by... does that mean he is the one who continues working on me, or do many of the other entities also work on me?

He is the one who saw your photo but many others are also working with you. It may also be a different entity the next time around.

How long does the healing last?

It last 40 – 55 days, until the herb are finished.

Does it only happen within the 55 days or does the healing still continue?

It is better to carry on with a new healing request if you wish to carry on working with the entities.

Can I send my photo and details every week?

Please send it every 40 – 55 days only. If you wish it to be seamless, then send it when the herbs have a few weeks left to give the next lot time to arrive.

Does one take blessed water in addition to taking the passionflower?
There is no need for the blessed water when you have a distant healing.

‘Xxx’ is very sick in the hospital and may not be able to take the herbs when they arrive in the mail. Do you have any suggestions how to maintain the connection to the entities for ‘xxxx’ when he/she is so sick and unable to meditate and swallow the herbs?

You may open them up and put a fraction in water three times a day, if they are unable to swallow at all, place them under the pillow.

If I was able to go to Brazil, would the invisible surgery still be an option?

The chances of a person having a surgery are high if they go to Brazil.

Most people who go to visit John of God have not had their photo pass by the entity. It is always better to be able to go to Brazil if you feel the desire. One must think through carefully if one feels it is the right thing to do. Whatever your heart feels is right is right. The entities will always recommend that people come.

Wayne Dyer had a surgery, why can’t I have what Wayne Dyer had?

This was a few years ago and nowadays the entities are doing all the work through Distant Healing. It is powerful in itself, the word surgery has too many connotations for Westerners and they feel that its more important than a Distant Healing. If the Distant Healing were not effective the entities would not do it. The entities do things in a certain way and to suppose that the healing is not as ‘good – powerful’ as a surgery is not the ideal way to view the work of the entities and the Casa.

I did not feel anything after the healing and I read about all the people who did, why not? Why don’t I feel better?

Some people have a strong reaction and some people do not. For some the process is very subtle and gradual. People must wait 40 days and reassess their life and look at what has occurred. One must also not expect Rome to be built in a day. It has taken many years to have these often chronic conditions, be they emotional, physical and mental, to take root and shape a life. The entities are working on our entire life, trying to help us reshape our souls experience and grow as people. It is not a quick fix but a journey into our selves.

Can you eat/do whatever after the healing & not worry about getting any illnesses because you had a healing?

The entities are not here to “fix” all our ills and make us perfect. We are human and must be responsible for ourselves. The more we take responsibility, the more the entities can help us change and heal. We must also pay attention to where the help comes from. Do not turn down assistance on the basis of the fact the ‘entities have fixed it’. Perhaps the entities sent you that worldly help. Look for all worldly help that comes your way.

What about my children, or my loved ones I want to pray for, can they have a healing?

Yes, children may have a healing. They will not receive herbs. If you have a loved one who does not want the Distant Healing but you want to have their photo placed in the prayer basket next to John of God/with the entities there is a donation button with a drop down menu for this service. You may give as much or as little as you like. Please put the transaction ID in the email request to Adrienne.

Do my religious beliefs affect the healing if I am not Christian?

No. People of all faiths come to the Casa, and all faiths are welcome. Adrienne has seen atheists have a healing. Faith helps, but so often we do not know what is in our subconscious. One might be the most devout Christian with an unconscious self-sabotage mechanism that is very hard to overcome. Another might be an atheist or a skeptic with a strong sense of self and integrity and a very open
mind. It's important to be open to change and growth.

How can you get rid of chronic negative energy from either a person/family that you are always with?

Focus on cleaning up your energy field and whatever is in you that attracts this unwanted vibration.

Can the healing neutralize bad energy & change a person/family for the better?

Love can change everything and the entities want us to love and be loved. People can be elevated and their vibration raised, but often, what keeps us in that higher vibration is our own efforts to change.

What do we need to do to get the best results from the healing?

Release your neuroses. Relax. Allow. Trust. Commune with your higher self/spirit guides/entities/god. Learn to trust yourself. ALWAYS REMEMBER:

**Self TRUST is key.**

**Do not give your power away to anyone or anything.**

Accepting help is not the same as giving your power away.

Praying to your god is not the same as giving your power away.

You are in charge of your healing.

You are the beloved that is your hearts desire.

You are the being capable of rising up and making changes.

YOU ARE THE CAPTAIN OF YOUR SOUL.